
Milieu-A-Thon 

OVERVIEW 

Milieu-A-Thon aims to provide a defining platform for participants from all over the India and 

contribute their ideas as solutions to real-world problems. In this event, we hope to create a 

confluence of different cultures and ideas. Tracks related to emerging technologies aim to 

expand the participants’ horizons so as to spark innovation. Problem statements will also be 

driven towards social causes to help channel the participants’ thoughts into impactful change. 

Participants will be given the opportunity to learn, to grow and to adapt their ideas into the 

change they wish to see. Milieu-A-Thon is focused on igniting the fire of innovation in 

participants. All that we require is you get your best ideas along with the right team to have a 

great experience. 

THEMES 

 

Livelihood – It may include village tourism, rural health care, education etc. 

 

 

 Waste Management – Management of agriculture waste, non-agriculture 

waste, household waste, manufacturing waste, etc.  

 

 

  Water – Low cost water purification, rain water harvesting, water recharge etc. 

 

 

 

Land – land management, soil improvement, land record management, soil 

nutrient enhancement, organic farm practices, etc.  

 

 

 



 

Energy – Low cost Renewable energy, Nano and Micro grade energy 

management, innovation in solar energy, innovation in battery technology, etc. 

 

 

 

Assistive Technologies – Assistive Solutions for Visually impaired, Speech 

impaired, Physically challenged, Hearing impaired etc. 

 

ELIGIBILITY 

All undergraduate students irrespective of branch and year, who are registered under universities 

and affiliated institutes across India.  

TEAM SIZE 

This is a team participation hackathon. You will work in teams of size 3.  

WE SUPPLY 

Unlimited WIFI, all Electrical means to execute your idea.  

YOU BRING 

We recommend that you bring a laptop, all necessary hardware to hack. However, if you have a 

certain set of tools that you like to use, please feel free to bring them as well. Don’t forget 

creativity, passion, skills, ideas and collaborative mindset. 

WHAT TO BUILD? 

You can build anything you and your team would like! But make sure that its relates to one of 

the themes mentioned. We will provide mentorship from tech-pioneers and academicians, but 

everything else is totally up to you and your team. 

JUDGING 

Tech-pioneers and high profile academicians will evaluate the projects and pitches based on their 

relations to design (how awesome it is), engineering(does it work) and entrepreneurship (how 



was it pitched and what is its real-world potential). Do not worry! This event is meant to be fun, 

and all of the judges understand that everything was built over the limited span of time. 

YOU GET 

A wholesome exposure to real time problems balanced with fun events. Lots of exciting prizes to 

be won. 

GUIDELINES 

Tangible end product 

The purpose of a hackathon is to produce something that is finished and immediately usable. 

When developing software, the written code should run on computers and should satisfy the 

intended users. ‘User satisfaction’ may be the tool for defining the goal.  

The required end result distinguishes hackathon from brainstorming. 

Time is crucial  

Mostly we do not have time, even for things we would like to do. What is done at a hackathon 

can possibly done by individuals separately with intermittent communication, but over a long 

period of time and which is most likely never. A hackathon is an opportunity to get things done 

with no distractions, just focusing on the problem itself.  

The approach “Let’s have some ideas now and we will work out the details later.” is doomed to 

fail, since it goes against the very idea of a hackathon. 

Cooperation over competition 

 The assumption is that a single person can accomplish anything, given enough time for studying 

other fields, for learning from mistakes and the possibility of restarting from scratch. However, 

working in a team saves time, plus it is more fun. Competing with other teams might boost the 

process, but if that is the only source of motivation then the task is probably not selected 

properly. It is better to think of the hackathon as us against the problem, time, the universe, etc… 

Certainly, there is no room for competition within a team. 

Tools are important 

What is obviously needed for coding (a computer, big monitors, version control, collaborative 

editors, etc.), is actually needed for any other project. The disruptive nature of information 

technologies is driven by their extreme efficiency in dealing with knowledge, and that is exactly 

what makes hackathons possible at all.  

 



RULES 

 Kindly note that readymade kits/devices are not allowed 

 Team size : 3 

 Registration Fee : 600/- per Team 

 Leaving the project in the middle without prior permission will lead to disqualification of 

the team 

 Your hack must be developed entirely during the Hackathon duration. You may use open 

source libraries, any technology stack and other freely available systems / services such 

as Google Maps, Facebook Connect, Twitter feeds etc. 

 The intellectual property of your design/code belongs only to your team. 

 The entire idea need not be fully implemented however, the submission should be 

functional so that it can be reviewed by the judges. 

In short,  

Have your tools ready!  

Dedicate your time!  

Love your team!  

 

Have fun learning  





    Event Co-ordinators : Mr. R.Priyakanth, Asst.Prof, ECE 

           Mr. N.M.Sai Krishna, Asst.Prof,ECE 

        Dr. Santosh Kumar, Asst.Prof, EEE 

            Mr. A.Ramana Reddy, Asst.Prof, EEE 

 

 


